
In all of the business over
the three days, we were
working towards a common
purpose, under an ultimate
authority, a loving God,
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News Sheet brings you information
from different groups and members

about events and activities within Region Ten.

SPECIAL EDITION
SPECIAL EDITION

Editorial:
Welcome to the special edition of News Sheet for 2008.

Once again Representatives from Region Ten attending the
Assembly share their experience, strength and hope in OA,
telling what they will bring back from the 2008 Assembly
and Convention.
What do I bring away from Assembly 2008?What do I bring away from Assembly 2008?What do I bring away from Assembly 2008?What do I bring away from Assembly 2008?What do I bring away from Assembly 2008?

• First, I bring away my abstinence that is given to me when
I engage in working the programme, and in particular, the
tool of service.
• Second, I bring away a whole suitcase of information, news
and ideas to take back to my Intergroup and the OA
fellowship in Adelaide.
• Finally, I take home a deep sense of gratitude for
RegionTen; for our trusted servants: Trustee Di, Chairperson
Faith, Secretary Cath and Treasurer Chris, and towards all
of the Intergroup representatives (also trusted servants) who
travelled to Perth to attend. These members offer an
enormous gift of service to the fellowship of OA. Without
this service there would be no OA.

The Assembly is concerned
with business matters,
including ensuring that OA
literature is up to date and
available in different
languages, examining ways
we can maintain healthy
meetings and live our lives
according to the steps and

traditions, and numerous
other management matters.
This work preserves the
integrity of OA.

I am grateful for the richness OA has
brought to my life and for the
members who work so hard in all sorts
of different ways to, “carry the message
to the still suffering compulsive eater”. I
am grateful for the opportunity OA
service offers for my recovery.

I feel excited that I can take a little
bit of Assembly and Region Ten back
to the Adelaide fellowship. It is hoped
that reading this News Sheet will
inspire many of you to participate at
Intergroup and Region level, and who
knows, even at World level?

I came away from Perth feeling very
grateful that I had had the opportunity
to contribute in some small way, and
also feeling truly grateful to the
Committee from the Perth Inter-
groups who worked so hard to make
the event possible. They did such a
fantastic job, anticipating every
requirement right down to the
provision of matches to light the
beautiful candle arrangements that
decorated the room. And who ever has
matches when they are needed!!

If you are wondering why I said  there
would be no OA without Region Ten and
World Service, ask your Meeting Region
Representative to explain about the role of
these bodies, and watch for the Region Ten
News Sheet published  three times a year:
March, June and October and available
through your Intergroup. It is full of
information about Region Ten matters.
Look out for it towards the end of March,
June and October.  News Sheet is also
available to be downloaded from the
Region Ten Website:

Thank you to all the Assembly
Representatives who contributed to this
special post Assembly edition and to the
News Sheet committee who have worked
so hard to get it out to you.

Yours in OA Service and Fellowship,
Tess – Chairperson News Sheet Committee

www.oaregion10.org

according to the OA traditions.
Assembly is in some aspects an
onerous task. Yet I know that without
the smooth running of Region Ten
and World Service there would be no
life saving gift of OA in my life. My
Higher Power was with me, and the
time passed very quickly and I did not
die of boredom: quite the reverse.

I will be taking back… how our
Region Ten Assembly worked;
especially the pros and cons system. I
will have lots to show and tell, lots of
reports and information peppered
with great enthusiasm and loads of
encouragement.

Christine – Brisbane RepresentativeLois – Melbourne Representative

A feeling of happiness that we will
contribute to the translation of OA
literature.

Enthusiasm for the programme.Enthusiasm for the programme.Enthusiasm for the programme.Enthusiasm for the programme.Enthusiasm for the programme.
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Di C.
Region Ten Trustee

The theme of this special edition of News Sheet is:

The first thing that comes to mind for me is a deep sense of gratitude to
Perth Intergroup and in particular the organising committee for hosting the
2008 Assembly and Convention. Next comes my gratitude to my fellow OA
members who came together and shared their experience, strength and hope
with each other in order to carry the message to the compulsive overeater within
and outside of the fellowship.

I am so grateful to be part of this
service. I look forward to hearing the
highlights reported back to my
Intergroup and meetings. I am
particularly delighted that we had the
finances available to offer help with
literature translation, both to Japan
Language Service Board and to the
Region as a whole. At the same time
we maintained a $6000 contribution
to the World Service Office, the
equivalent of our contribution last
year.

Thank you to the fellowship for the
7th tradition contributions sent to
Region Ten throughout the year and

We received great feedback from
both workshops held at Assembly on
the 7th and 10th tradition. I also
attended several enjoyable and thought
provoking workshops at Convention.

Thanks to our members, groups and
Intergroups throughout the Region for
continuing to contribute to and
supporting our Assembly/Convention.

at  Assembly. Where does your money
go? Ask your Region Reps who,
together with the Board, adopt the
Region budget for the upcoming year.

 

I am taking home some
inspiration for how our
Intergroup may carry out
PI activities and get more
people involved in
Intergroup itself. These
ideas came from the very
lively Intergroup forums.

More importantly, I
think that I have been
gifted:
a) A sense of being
connected to the wider
OA fellowship.

Serena
Perth Representative

c) An experience of
seeing group conscience
in action.

• Hearing what other
Intergroups are doing
especially in carrying the
message.

Claire B.
Christchurch Representative

What I take home is so
much more than what I
have brought.

As always it was lovely
to see and meet the other
Region Ten Reps, and to
have the opportunity to
do service for the
fellowship. I will be taking
back:
• The knowledge of how
much everyone is doing
around the Region.

The welcome and
acceptance, hospitality
of the venue and
fellowship have added
another layer of
excitement to working
my programme of
recovery.

has been my personal
theme this Assembly,
although “others” may
not have appreciated my
singing presence in the
showers!!

YOU ARE NEVERYOU ARE NEVERYOU ARE NEVERYOU ARE NEVERYOU ARE NEVER
ALONE IN OAALONE IN OAALONE IN OAALONE IN OAALONE IN OA

I also take back a
further understanding
of the miracle and
beauty of the diversity of
OA that adds to OA
unity.

I also take back me,
who has a newer
strength for continuing
to be committed to OA
recovery.
Cath – Region Ten Secretary,
NZ

• A renewed sense of
belonging to an awesome
fellowship.

• New friendships and
the continuing of last
year’s friendships.

• The feeling that I am
growing into my role on
the Region Ten Board,
that I have value, that I
matter and I am so in the
right place to grow into

I take encouragement.I take encouragement.I take encouragement.I take encouragement.I take encouragement.

 the woman I want to be.

• The work of the
different Region Ten
committees and Board
and the range of activities
carried out by our Region
Ten Trustee.
• I would like to take
back to my Intergroup the
7th Tradition Workshop
Format and suggest a
Trustee run workshop.

that God’s willthat God’s willthat God’s willthat God’s willthat God’s will
is being done.is being done.is being done.is being done.is being done.

b) A feeling that there is
a place and time for
everything;

“Do you know how the Region Ten Board contributes to your recovery?”

Meetings need committed members.Meetings need committed members.Meetings need committed members.Meetings need committed members.Meetings need committed members.
Intergroup needs committed members.Intergroup needs committed members.Intergroup needs committed members.Intergroup needs committed members.Intergroup needs committed members.

Region Ten Board needs committed members.Region Ten Board needs committed members.Region Ten Board needs committed members.Region Ten Board needs committed members.Region Ten Board needs committed members.

It’s been my privilege again to attend Assembly and

In particular, my energy has been
rekindled and my focus on Region Ten
strengthened. I look forward to
working alongside all my fellow Board
members and regularly connecting

of the other attendees from Intergroups and the Board.

Faith – Region Ten Chair

with the Region Representatives and
Committees to bring news of Region
Ten to our wider fellowship.

be inspired by the enthusiasm and commitmentbe inspired by the enthusiasm and commitmentbe inspired by the enthusiasm and commitmentbe inspired by the enthusiasm and commitmentbe inspired by the enthusiasm and commitment

“Have you ever wondered what your Intergroup is doing for you?”
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13th – 15th March 2009
Hamilton Intergroup Retreat 2009

Venue: Houchen House,
Houchen Road, Hamilton

Registration: $140 full weekend/$120 shared room

For registration forms and further details contact:-
Sheryl (06) 756-8242 or (027) 243-1718

or email:- kloud9@clear.net.nz

Overeaters Anonymous

The Answer is Simple

“How can you ensure that YOUR Intergroup
is represented at Assembly in 2009?”

I found Assembly to be a smoothly
running group of meetings which
started on time, moved quickly
through business and kept people on
track. (Some outside businesses could
learn from this).

Anon  – Christchurch Representative

Especially,Especially,Especially,Especially,Especially,
I take back growth, fellowship,I take back growth, fellowship,I take back growth, fellowship,I take back growth, fellowship,I take back growth, fellowship,

experience and gratitude.experience and gratitude.experience and gratitude.experience and gratitude.experience and gratitude.

• I find myself on a committee – we
set goals and it is exciting to see if we
can be of service and meet the goals
set and bring our report back next year.

Intergroup to speak enthusiastically
about it.

• The Forum solutions to the problem
of Intergroup and Group positions.

• Ideas for workshops on Traditions
7 and 10.
• A better idea of how OA works at
Region level and how everybody helps
each other no matter what position
they hold.

• The “Got PI?” OA needs you at

You can see from these initiatives that your Region is
“in action” and is living Tradition 5.

Each of us is a member of Region Ten so;
• How do we express our fellowship within our Region as a

whole?
• What are we doing to carry the OA message?

Having attended the Region Ten Assembly for the first time, I was inspired
by the things I learned and experienced there.  It was wonderful to be a part of
the broader fellowship.

I have always thought of Region Ten
as being separate from us in Perth.  I
have had my eyes opened to the
difficulties that some groups within
our Region are facing.  It was certainly
a humbling experience to be part of

The main message I would like to
take back to my groups is that,

we are Region Ten!we are Region Ten!we are Region Ten!we are Region Ten!we are Region Ten! “extend the hand and heart of OA“extend the hand and heart of OA“extend the hand and heart of OA“extend the hand and heart of OA“extend the hand and heart of OA
to all who share my compulsion”.to all who share my compulsion”.to all who share my compulsion”.to all who share my compulsion”.to all who share my compulsion”.

I will treasure this experience and
would like to encourage all members
to attend a Region Ten Assembly.
Carol B. –  Perth Representative

the decision-making process of how to
best,
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Despite a gruelling schedule:

I’m Chris, compulsive overeater
from Hamilton. I’ve been in
programme 22 years and have
abstained and maintained a healthy
weight for the past 20 years.

This is my 7th Assembly in the past
14 years and it’s assuring to see the
ongoing work happening across
Region Ten:
• Awesome fundraising items, book
covers, 7th tradition bags and a new
array of cards, slogan books, God
boxes and journals coming soon.

sense that as a Region, we have
developed a culture/personality of our
own.

Assembly has given meAssembly has given meAssembly has given meAssembly has given meAssembly has given me
the chance to be amongthe chance to be amongthe chance to be amongthe chance to be amongthe chance to be among

a whole room full of committed,a whole room full of committed,a whole room full of committed,a whole room full of committed,a whole room full of committed,
recovering compulsive eaters;recovering compulsive eaters;recovering compulsive eaters;recovering compulsive eaters;recovering compulsive eaters;

Getting the updates from our
Trustee in person makes it very real
and not just another piece of
correspondence. I feel fully updated
on all matters that my Intergroup and
group members need to be aware of.

I’m so glad I love giving service –
it’s a guarantee to keep me away from
compulsive eating and that’s the
important thing!

Chris – Region Ten Treasurer
Hamilton Representative

• News Sheet – this is it!

• Outreach workers making sure that
isolated OA members are in contact
with active OA members.

• And don’t forget to check out our
Region Ten website.

Something I’ve particularly enjoyed
observing and sensing is the very real

to meet new friends and touch base
again with old friends.

Hope, recovery, enthusiasm, passion, energyHope, recovery, enthusiasm, passion, energyHope, recovery, enthusiasm, passion, energyHope, recovery, enthusiasm, passion, energyHope, recovery, enthusiasm, passion, energy

What an experience!What an experience!What an experience!What an experience!What an experience! It has been most encouraging being part of the Region
Ten Assembly; I have seen firsthand that we are in safe hands.

Being part of the decision making
process and learning about what is
going on in the greater fellowship has
been inspiring.

If anyone out there hasn’t
experienced Assembly, come along to
Auckland in 2009. I hope to be there

as an observer next year.

Brad H. Perth Intergroup

I am looking forward to sharing
what I found at this Assembly/
Convention with our fellowship in
Perth.

“A healthy meeting uses the Traditions”
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Although I am not a Region Ten Representative this year, I have had the
privilege of being Rep. at Brisbane ‘03 and Wellington ‘04.  It was in response
to that service that I felt driven to encourage my Intergroup (Perth) to try and
bring the Assembly and Convention (A&C) to Western Australia.

It is an intense experience

I remember being awed and amazed
and wanted very much to share the
Assembly and Convention  experience
with my fellowship here in far off
Perth.  What better way to share it than
to bring you all here!

to participate,to participate,to participate,to participate,to participate,
to see the unity,to see the unity,to see the unity,to see the unity,to see the unity,

the commitment to service,the commitment to service,the commitment to service,the commitment to service,the commitment to service,
 the enthusiasm and recovery the enthusiasm and recovery the enthusiasm and recovery the enthusiasm and recovery the enthusiasm and recovery

shared by all who attend.shared by all who attend.shared by all who attend.shared by all who attend.shared by all who attend.

Hosting our very first Assembly and
Convention exposes us to the wider
fellowship and we were happy to
welcome many people from all over the
region.  In total, we had 17 people for
the Assembly and 31 residents at
Convention (most from Interstate and
NZ and even 1 from Malaysia) and
many more day trippers. Hosting the
Assembly and Convention also gave
Perth Intergroup the chance to send 3
Reps this year plus myself and Sandy
as Gophers. It also gives the rest of the
fellowship time to interact with
members from all over the Region.
What a plus!What a plus!What a plus!What a plus!What a plus!

It has been an eventful and successful
event with lots of time for fellowship,
walks on the beach, dolphin spotting
(weather permitting) and lots of
service, workshops and meetings. The
venue was accommodating and
friendly and we look forward to
revisiting it for our Annual Retreat,
which will be announced in the Region
Ten News Sheet next year!

And thank you to all who attended
the  Assembly/Convention for coming
all this way and contributing so much
to our special event.
Rita – Perth

We also had a brief by Di, the
Region Ten Trustee, and she
explained the work that is happening
at that level, for example:

I take back to my Intergroup details
of how we voted, where our money is
being spent, and ideas from other
Intergroups such as:
• a stand-alone flyer detailing all

meetings,
• information of Share-a-thons,
• fundraising by asking people to

donate a dollar for every year in
programme/abstinent,

• websites,
• a sign-in book,
• at group conscience checking who

hasn’t been and ringing that
person,

• PI ideas specifically for COE men.

Most significantly, I take away the
information that Auckland Intergroup
has won the bid for Assembly and
Convention 2009. YAY!

See you next year at our place!

Debbi – Auckland Representative

It has been a safe and welcoming journey travelling and staying with fellow
OA people, hearing people’s stories and their recovery.

The aspects that impressed me about
Assembly were:
• The diligence, attentiveness and
commitment shown by all who
attended.
• The smooth and orderly voting
system with clear, calm (generally) pro
and cons arguments.

• That the people making the
decisions for our Region are just
people from groups like you and me,
no executive committee that swans in
once a year, meets behind closed
doors and tells you its decisions.

It was interesting to hear the reports
and get an understanding of the
activities and problems each area deals
with. Intergroup forums and
workshops were helpful and on
relevant issues like:
• Traditions 7 and 10,
• member retention,
• fledgling groups in remote areas,
• difficulty in getting people to do

service at Intergroup level,
• retention of male members,
• disruptive behaviour.

• new brochures,
• revision of brochures,
• translations of material,
• new committees such as virtual

ones etc.
• Also the new 7th tradition slogan -

Give as if your life depends on itGive as if your life depends on itGive as if your life depends on itGive as if your life depends on itGive as if your life depends on it!

“Do you think service at the Intergroup level
helps to keep meetings healthy?”

“Why is Tradition Ten important for individual OA members?
For groups? For OA as a whole? “

Huge thanks goes to the Assembly
and Convention committee who
shared the load and proved what Unity
is all about.  Everyone did their bit to
make the rest work seamlessly. Thanks
for the time and effort of those who
looked after the billeting and transport,
admin and decorations, including the
“Welcome Packs”and our Region Ten
liaison person, all those who served
time on the literature desk,
photocopied, glued and stapled! Your
patience and attention to detail was
truly inspiring!



The purpose of the Assembly is to promote the carrying of the OA message
within Region Ten as directed by our primary purpose. (See Tradition 5). It
also reaffirms OA unity within the Region and gives the Board Members and
Region Representatives the opportunity to meet and discuss the formal business
of the Region.

At its essence it serves as a placeAt its essence it serves as a placeAt its essence it serves as a placeAt its essence it serves as a placeAt its essence it serves as a place
where Representatives from throughout the Regionwhere Representatives from throughout the Regionwhere Representatives from throughout the Regionwhere Representatives from throughout the Regionwhere Representatives from throughout the Region
can get together to share their common experience,can get together to share their common experience,can get together to share their common experience,can get together to share their common experience,can get together to share their common experience,

discuss problems and share solutions.discuss problems and share solutions.discuss problems and share solutions.discuss problems and share solutions.discuss problems and share solutions.

Each Assembly is primarily a
business meeting and is conducted
using parliamentary procedures and
our Traditions. At the 2008 Assembly
items for discussion included:
• Travel scholarships (This is given to
an Intergroup that has not sent a
delegate to Assembly)
• Translation of OA literature

The sessions began on Wednesday at
4pm. Following the Serenity Prayer
and introductions came:
• orientation for Region Reps
• adoption of ground rules
• Intergroup Forum during which
each Rep. presented their report and
matters for further discussion were
noted on white board.

After dinner, members gathered for
an informal discussion of:
• New Business Motions
• Proposed Bylaw Amendments.

Thursday started with an early
morning OA meeting for those who
chose to attend it, followed by the first
meeting of the day. Items included:
• Committee & Board Reports
• New Business Motions
• Presentations for the 2009 Assembly
/Convention site
• Nominee presentations for vacant
Board positions

Friday began once again with an early
morning OA meeting, then the vote
was taken for the vacant board
position; Region Ten Treasurer.  The
one willing candidate was very
gratefully accepted.  This is an
important and demanding position
especially as it involves transactions
across two and more currencies in our
Region.

“This is a programme of action. Are YOU in action?”

• Committees for the coming year
were established and immediately
moved into action planning their
activities after which the proposals
were presented to the Board for
discussion and approval.

Following lunch we attended
another Special Workshop this time
on  the  10th Tradition. Questions
posed included:
• How can Tradition 10 create an attitude
of gratitude?

All new Reps are given a “buddy” to
support them throughout the
Assembly. Being a part of this specialBeing a part of this specialBeing a part of this specialBeing a part of this specialBeing a part of this special
event is a fabulous experience!event is a fabulous experience!event is a fabulous experience!event is a fabulous experience!event is a fabulous experience!

• Extension of Intergroup Forum
• Trustee Presentation and Workshop
• Special Workshop: 7th Tradition.

Tess – Chairperson News Sheet Committee
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OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS AUCKLAND INTERGROUP

invites you to the

16th Annual Region Ten
Assembly and Convention

Wednesday 28 October -  Sunday 1 November 2009

St Francis Retreat Centre
50 Hillsborough Road
Mt Roskill, Auckland

New Zealand

For more information contact:
Julie +64 9846 4124

Email:auckoa.reg10.2009@gmail.com



Find a meeting near 
you at  www.oa.org  

Email: info@oaregion10.org 

Overeaters Anonymous (OA) is a fellowship of
individuals who, through shared experience, strength and
hope, are recovering from compulsive overeating. We
welcome everyone who wants to stop eating compulsively.
There are no dues or fees for members; we are self-
supporting through our own contributions, neither
soliciting nor accepting outside donations. OA is not
affiliated with any public or private organization,
political movement, ideology or religious doctrine; we
take no position on outside issues.  Our primary purpose
is to abstain from compulsive overeating and to carry
this message of recovery to those who still suffer.

OA Region Ten includes countries and territories in
Australia, the Far East, New Zealand, South East Asia
and the Western Pacific Basin.

Disclaimer: Region Ten News Sheet expresses the views and experience of OAers recovering
in all parts of Region Ten.  Opinions expressed in News Sheet are not to be attributed to
Region Ten or to OA as a whole, and publication of any article does not imply endorsement
by Region Ten, Region Ten News Sheet or Overeaters Anonymous, except where so indicated.

4th - 9th MAY 2009
OA WORLD SERVICE
BUSINESS
CONFERENCE
Albuquerque,
New Mexico, USA
Check the OA
World Service Office
website at:
 http://www.oa.org/
ws_business_conf.html.

EVENTS CALENDAR

S E R E N I T Y
P R A Y E R

“God,

grant me the

C O U R A G E
to change the things I can,

and

W I S D O M
to know the difference.”

S E R E N I T Y
to accept the things I

cannot change,

28th October - 1st November 2009
Region Ten

ASSEMBLY & CONVENTION
AUCKLAND NZ

Service Bodies Contact Details

JAPAN
Japan International Intergroup
J. Ohmori
4-11-9 Shimouma
Setagaya ku
Tokyo 154-0002
Japan
Email:intergroup@oaintokyo.org
Website: www.oaintokyo.org

AUSTRALIA
Adelaide Intergroup
PO Box 206
Unley
South Australia 5061
Telephone: (+61 8) 8224 0500

NEW ZEALAND

Wellington Intergroup
PO Box 5332
Wellington
Telephone: (+64 4) 384 8821
Email: Wellington@OARegion10.org

Dunedin Intergroup
PO Box 6476
Dunedin
Telephone: (+64 3) 477 2255

Hamilton Intergroup
PO Box 19128
Hamilton Central
Hamilton
Telephone: (+64 7) 839 1599
Email: Hamilton@OARegion10.org

Auckland Intergroup
PO Box 90380
Victoria Street West
Auckland 1142
Telephone: (+64 9) 376 3068

Sydney Intergroup
PO Box 35
Dulwich Hill
New South Wales 2203
Telephone: (+61 2) 9518 3004
Email: Sydney@OARegion10.org
Website: www.oasydney.org

Perth Intergroup
Overeaters Anonymous
2 Delhi Street, West Perth
Western Australia 6005
Telephone: (+61 8) 9420 7254
Email: Perth@OARegion10.org

Melbourne Intergroup
GPO Box 1102J
Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Telephone: (+61 3) 9521 3696
Email: admin@oa.org.au
Website: oa.org.au

Brisbane Intergroup
PO Box 15015
City East, Brisbane
Queensland 4002
Telephone: (+61 7) 3229 6977
Email: Brisbane@OARegion10.org

Aoraki Intergroup
Waihi Bush
83 Burdon Road
21 RD Geraldine, South Canterbury
Email: lorina@ihug.co.nz
Japanese Language Service Board
Y. Yamamoto
2-6-9-904 Fukuzumi
Koto-ku
Tokyo 135-0032         Japan
Email: intergroup@oaintokyo.org
Website: www.oaintokyo.org

Intergroup Chairs/Secretaries:
Please keep these details up-to-date by advising the Region

Secretary and World Service Office of any changes.

Canterbury Intergroup
PO Box 2451
Christchurch
Telephone: (+64 3) 365 3812
Email: Canterburyoa@yahoo.com
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